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(Richard and Carol’s) Lichfield Halt Canterbury
After approx. 10 years of fun constructing Lichfield Halt, we’ve had to get our boots on and get the P Way gang out
of bed to reconstruct the track beds, which over the years has taken a hammering from the weather and time. Our
railway from the start was constructed on decking boards and over this period some of these have rotted and
required replacing before my open in the summer. On examination the track beds on decking along both sides of the
garden were not too bad and do not required changing so we concentrated on the corners, these having the most
rot. So, we worked on the areas that need replacing by constructing shuttering and casting these corners in concrete
fence post mix for longevity. Photo 1 shows the corner with the rotten decking removed ready to be cleared and
shuttering put in place. Photo 2 shows a completed corner with the concrete set and shuttering removed giving a
nice flat curved base for the track to be relayed. Whilst working it was noticed that we soon will have to rebuild a
length of track bed leads down to the station area, photo 4, hopefully it should last for another year.
Whilst doing this work, we also installed a length of track as a loco reversing loop as can be seem in photo 3 by
adding a straight section with two yellow track insulators and points to create one large loop running around the full
length of the garden instead of two loops. We’ve also had the electrical gang down as all the track joints required
soldering all the way round to make good contact between the rails which should improve reliability for running a
train service unless we find a leaf on the line.
kindest regards Richard and Carol Lichfield Halt Canterbury

Photo 1. Damage bends after 10 years of operation.
With rotten decking removed

Photo 2 shows renewal at the rear of the garden
Cement replacing the old decking boards

Photo 3. Extra track installed to make larger loop

Photo 4 Behind Richard and Carol stands the station
That will require replacing next year

MEMORY OF PAUL NEWMAN THE SKIVERS DAY AT MAPLECROSS
Jeff Fray held his usual Skivers day in memory of Paul one of the founders of the Kent Group and those who had the
Wednesday afternoon off had a good time running trains and the weather was kind for that time of the year. Jeff
had his new track layout in place for his open days this being the extra loose lay track across the lawn making two
separate loops for guests to run trains safely which proved a point that more trains could be run.

Weekend away in Nottingham for The Garden Railway Show
Nottingham is one place I have not visited so I decided to make it a weekend to do both see the city and go to the G
Scale annual show, which was this year held in Nottingham. Booked a Premier Inn just outside Nottingham with a
tram link to the town centre and spent the Saturday exploring Nottingham and, on the Sunday, made my way to the
Show at the Harvey Hadden Sports Village. Below are several photos of very good Group layouts and models on
display.

New Tram scheme in Nottingham City Centre

Great modelling of a town centre

I must say that this year’s show was a lot better than my previous visit back in 2017 the society had arranged that
the hall had displays and traders covering the whole area and the number of G Scale layout on display were of a
good standard and the Groups and people running them were helpful with any questions I had about modelling and
any technical details such as the different control systems be used. My visit in 2017 was disappointing due to the lack
of displays and traders but this show made up for that with lots to look at and other G scalers to talk to about our
hobby. It was good to see our group being represented by our chairman Roger Allen working in the car park ensuring
space was available and Gill, Rogers wife working on the entrance taking money and recording the numbers of
members and public attending.

16mm gauge live steam layout

Model of a London Transport electric loco

Visit to the East Sussex Groups new indoor venue
Took time out and went to see East Sussex Groups new indoor group track. The indoor area has been provided by a
local couple, the lady is an expert model and scenery maker. She is very interested in modelling and has her own G
Scale layout in a separate part of the building. Below are some photos of the groups track which is still under
construction and looking at the size of it will take several years of hard work to complete. To help to purchase items
the group ask for a £2 donation on running days if you wish to help.

The three loops can be seen with the building

East Sussex group members getting ready for the day

Group members have donated time and experience plus things like buildings and other parts as a start, the track has
been laid to give all members a chance to run whatever rolling stock they wish, Live steam, Analog, Battery, radio
control and LGB MTS. The layout has its own control panel with a diagram of the three loops and switches to control
the sections of tracks and point operation. While running my trains it was good to see that the group had taken time
in the design with siding and areas set aside to prepare live steam or G scale rolling stock so that others using the
tracks did not have any interruptions whilst members were getting ready to run they trains.

Main station under construction

Foot bridge at the station

The start of a small town in one of the corners

Glyn’s battery powered conversion

Look out on the web site for open days over the year. Kent members are welcome but bring something to run.

Richard Dixon Skivers Day - Only harden G Scales could turn out in that weather

With June turning into one of the wettest for years, Richards skivers afternoon did not escape, Richard had set up
his loose lay garden railway with all the overhead gantries and wires the previous day but by 12.30 on the day the
heavens opened and down came the rain, but for the harden G scalers in our group that did not stop them from
running trains. Richard has the perfect track layout to run long trains with its long curves and this year Richard has
added a longer bay road with isolation sections to stable trains or pass by. Thanks to Maureen, Richard’s other half
and Sue for her help. Hot tea and food were available all afternoon for the G scalers braving the elements. Some
photos below taken on the day.

John Woolet in his waterproofs getting his USA loco ready

Swiss RhD Glacier express

See the long train passing while other trains wait

John’s DB battery / Radio control converted loco

A VISIT TO JOHN WOOLETT’S GARDEN RAILWAY

While visiting Richard Dixon’s open day we got into a conversation about different garden layouts and Richard said I
should if John Woolett agreed go along and have a look at John’s American garden layout and John invited me over
one afternoon. John explained that parking was a problem as restrictions on parking in his road as it is close to the
high street and main railway station, but it was possible to park at a period in the afternoon. John emailed me with
some dates, and we made a day and time to meet. John is an enthusiastic modeller with a fine garden railway and a
very good OO gauge layout well modelled, below is photos of the garden layout.

Nice long straights with Signal box and LGB signal and on the right, you can see a long USA goods train running down
from the top of the garden to the bottom. The track runs down both sides of the garden with loops at each end with
the reversing electronic to allow the trains to run continuously without stopping.
LAZY SUSAN TURN TABLE
I have always wanted a turn table so I could turn trains around without lifting them off with all the problems of lining
up the wheels etc. While out shopping with the wife she wanted to go into a second-hand furniture shop and as we
were walking around I noticed a round tray. I said to her that it was not a very good looking tray, but the wife
replied that’s a Lazy Susan. I said what is that used for and the reply was it stands on a dining room table and rotates
so your guests can reach different items. I picked it up and underneath screwed to the base was the device that
made it rotate, it looked just right to convert into a turn table, so I purchased it for £10.

Lazy Susan mechanism with pre-drilled holes

Old curve to be relied with news points

The Lazy Susan was easy to convert unscrewing it from its wooden top which left plenty of holes to use the fix a
length of track too it. I prepared the area for the new siding because as it was crazy-paved it was not level so a new
cement base was installed to give a flat base for the Lazy Susan to be fitted, The mechanism was secured once the
base had harden and the track was put in place connecting the turntable to the main layout.

Mechanism screwed in place with ballast.

Points installed linking the turntable

The alignment of the track was a critical part and a lot of measuring and adjustments were needed to get the rails
lining up plus room to rotate without clashing with the fixed rails at either end.

Turntable painted black with walk boards

Rhb1068 standing on the turntable

I needed a gap between the rotating track rails and the fixed track so as to avoid the rails clashing when rotated, but
I then had to have an electrical connection. Below are photos of the connections system I arranged that works fine,
using brass fish plates I bent the securing plate that holds the joint in place to the plastic timbers level with the base
of the rails and adjusted these until they made a good connection with the rails rotating with the turntable, these
only being fitted to the track entering the turntable.

Rails joints fitted with securing plates bent up

Turntable rails turned into place making contact

Jeff Fray

Autumn Indoor Meet – Sunday 6th October 2019
Our regular autumn event will be held at Pratts Bottom Village Hall from 11am to 4pm. Our group track, GER, will be
present along with Chris Worby’s Indian latest Indian outline layout that appeared at the GSS Garden Rail Show in
May, and a variable loose lay arrangement. Chalk Garden Rail will be present for your purchases and light
refreshments will be available. We will need help from members for set-up from 8am and to pack up at the end of
the day. For offers of help and any more information please contact Roger Allen. Please let others know about the
event.

